
Laboratory technician (career changer) (m/f/d) 100%

 

Do you have an interest in an exciting new challenge in the lab that will enhance your knowledge and

skills in aseptic technique and cell culture, while also making a significant contribution to leukemia

research and treatment? We offer you the opportunity as a career changer to gather expertise in the

highly pure environment of a cleanroom while making a valuable contribution to the development of life-

saving therapies for leukemia patients. Sound interesting? Then keep reading:

 

Responsibilities

 

Requirements

Employment type: Temporary via nemensis ag, 100%✓

Duration: 01.06.2024 - 31.05.2025 with possible extension✓

Salary: CHF 70 K annually ✓

6/4 rotation, alternating between 2 days of early shift, 2 days of day shift, and 2 days of late shift,
followed by 4 days off

✓

Monitoring the processing of assigned patient starting materials in a cleanroom environment✓

Processing cell material (including collection and washing) using automated devices such as CS5

and Sepax

✓

Checking intermediate process stages using devices like Wave Bioreactor and NC-200, as well as

monitoring the process environment

✓

Maintaining and preparing equipment/environment for use✓

Proficiency in production-specific IT systems (SAP, LIMS, MES)✓

Documenting all steps in the assigned batch record according to GMP requirements✓

Performing all necessary processing/verification steps for the assigned batch with the highest skill in

aseptic technique

✓

Completed vocational training is mandatory✓

Teamwork, reliability, and flexibility✓

English proficiency level B1-B2 is mandatory✓

Mental resilience✓

Willingness to work in a 6/4 shift pattern (2x early, 2x day, 2x late)✓

Willingness to work for several hours (without a break) in protective clothing (ISO 5, 7, and ISO 8)✓

Required vaccination (Hepatitis A and B) due to safety precautions for the protection of patients and

personal well-being (costs covered)

✓

Experience or education in the medical field, laboratories, or other research facilities is advantageous✓



 

Advantages at nemensis

 

Does this sound like you? Well then, I look forward to your application!

 

About us

At nemensis ag, we have connected thousands of applicants with their dream jobs and provided them

with opportunities for development or re-entry into the job market. What can we do for you and your

career today? Get in touch with us!

 

Contact

Kristina Mutidi, kristina.mutidi@nemensis.com

 

Are you looking for a change of perspective, but this isn't the right position for you? Then register with

us - we'll contact you for an introductory conversation to understand your wishes and needs, and then

tailor our approach accordingly.

Comprehensive advice and support throughout the application process from our consultants✓

Efficient and uncomplicated support during the assignment by our HR department✓

Access to a large customer network and exciting positions in Northwestern Switzerland✓

Promotion and support for further education with Temptraining✓

Quick and uncomplicated entry through individual guidance and advice during the application

process

✓

mailto:kristina.mutidi@nemensis.com

